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1. PREAMBLE:  Track engineers know that the dynamic wheel load incident on track is 

much greater than the static wheel load.  The main concern of the field engineers in charge 

of mixed traffic lines is that the track deterioration caused by freight trains seriously impedes 

the high speed of passenger trains.  This problem will have to be addressed in design and 

construction stage itself.  Since rail is the first component of track to face the brunt of loads 

and since rail failures have disastrous effect on safety, efficiency of train operation and 

public opinion, the author has made this paper mostly confining to the sufferings of rail.  This 

analysis leads to identifying the missing link in the choice of rail suitable for IR’s future 

requirements, which, in the author’s opinion, has not received adequate attention. 

 

2. TRACK DETERIORATION DUE TO ON-LOADING CAUSED BY THE WHEELS   

 

2.1 Track maintenance is meant to compensate for the deterioration caused by the 

dynamic wheel loads.  Therefore, both Designer and Maintainer should have a thorough 

insight into the mechanics of on-loading caused by wheels, i.e., the transmission of 

additional dynamic load on rail / track.     

 

2.2 Advanced railway technology treats Track and Vehicle as an integrated system.  The 

momentary wheel load Q does fluctuate with respect to QN which is the static wheel load 

(also called nominal wheel load).  Off-loading (i.e., Q < QN) and on-loading (i.e., Q > QN) 

occur alternately.  Off-loading may contribute to derailment, whereas on-loading causes 

track deterioration.  Both affect ride comfort.  Successive cycles of on-loading and off-

loading cause fatigue of vehicle components – a concern for rolling stock engineers. 

 

2.3 There are two types of on-loading, which can occur singly or jointly: 

 

 Dynamic Overload, due to track geometry variation and/or due to the fluctuating 

response of the vehicle’s suspension system. 

 Impact Overload, due to (i) surface defects on rail (corrugation, rail scab, defective 

weld, etc.) or (ii) surface defects on wheel (wheel-flat, tyre scab, etc.) 

 

Static wheel load plus Dynamic Overload decides the maximum bending stresses in rail and 

fatigue of rail-metal, bearing pressure transmitted by the sleeper on ballast, formation 

pressure at the bottom of ballast, etc.  Dynamic Overload also covers quasi static additional 

wheel load incident on outer rail in curves with cant deficiency.  Effect of Dynamic Overload 

penetrates down to various layers of the supporting structure, though it diminishes gradually.  

This is illustrated in Fig.1, where Wheel Load Q (100kN) includes Dynamic Overload. 
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Fig.1 

 

In contrast, static wheel load plus Impact Overload creates intensive local effect on the rail, 

such as, rail-wheel contact stress.  The consequent shear stresse causes fatigue of rail 

steel.  Plastic flow of rail steel may also take place due to yield shear stress exceeded.  This 

impact is transmitted also as striking force at the rail-seat of the concrete sleeper, which is 

moderated by the rail-pad.  The effect of Impact Overload should not extend beyond rail pad 

in a well-designed track.  Powdering of concrete sleeper below rail pad or appearance of 

‘white’ ballast, arising in the region of rail-surface defect, is considered as symptom of 

transmission of Impact Overload to sleeper and further below, which is harmful to track.   

 

These two types of wheel on-loading will be further discussed. 

 

3. DYNAMIC WHEEL OVERLOAD 

 

 
 

3.1 As the vehicle rolls on a somewhat geometrically imperfect track as represented in 

Fig.2, the wheel set follows the track geometry variations, with the immediate result of wheel 

load variations.  In addition, the vehicle mass resting on suspension system oscillates in a 

different pattern.  Two components of the vehicle contributing to dynamic wheel-overload 

are: (i) non-suspended masses and (ii) suspended masses.  The former component may 

sometimes contribute to bigger proportion of wheel overload than the latter, even though 

non-suspended mass is by itself far smaller than suspended mass.  This is due to the 

acceleration of high values associated with the oscillation of non-suspended mass compared 

to that of suspended mass.  Both the components of dynamic wheel-overload increase with 

increasing speed.  These depend on the extent of track geometry defects and the efficacy of 

suspension system. 

 

3.2 The mechanism that decides the intensity of wheel load fluctuations, as visualized by 

the reputed Track Expert Dr. A. Prud’Homme (SNCF), has been briefly described in 

Annexure A.  He has explained how the intensity of wheel load fluctuations decides the 

Fig.2 
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speed potential of the vehicle, because such fluctuations lead to faster track deterioration, 

apart from adversely affecting the riding quality / stability of the vehicle. 

 

3.3 Though advanced field research works will lead to precise determination of Dynamic 

Wheel Overload, a simple formula has been evolved by Mr. Eisenmann, after conducting 

many tests in the field.  This has been given in the next paragraph. 

 

3.4 Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) 

Eisenmann Formula for reckoning the value of DAF is internationally popular.  Somehow, 

this formula has not been exploited by the Indian Railways, whereas European and 

American literature recognises the same.    

Static Wheel Load when multiplied with DAF gives Dynamic Wheel Load, which is applied 

for calculating the dynamic stresses in track structure. 

DAF = 1 + qst,  

Where, q: Quality Factor  = 0.1 for track in very good condition 

0.2 for track in good condition 

0.3 for track in bad condition  

 s: Speed Factor  = 

 

[1 +  ] where V is the speed in km/h, for V > 60km/h 

1 for V < 60km/h 

 t: Probability Factor  = 1 for 68.3% probability of occurrence 

2 for 95.4% probability of occurrence 

3 for 99.7% probability of occurrence 

 

t =1 is applied for calculating rail-wheel contact stresses and sub-grade stresses  

t =2 is applied for lateral load and for stresses in ballast bed 

t =3 is applied for bending stresses in rails and stresses in fastenings                      

  

3.5 In order to resolve the harmful effects of Dynamic Over-loading, best possible track 

geometry should be installed and maintained, by way of creating structurally sound track 

structure, resting on good ballast and sub-ballast, supported on stable formation.  Dynamic 

Over-loading is predominantly attributable to unevenness in vertical mode.  But the track 

engineer should not ignore misalignment in horizontal mode, because it leads to lurches 

which in turn result in wheel over-loading.  To minimise lurches, rolling stock engineer is 

required to closely monitor and rectify the wheel tyre profile, apart from ensuring proper 

functioning of suspension system and the track engineer is required to attend to alignment 

defects, especially in curves and turnouts.  

 

3.6 SOLUTIONS:  The Author feels that certain technological gaps have appeared 

between advanced railways of the world and Indian Railways.  By bridging these gaps, track 

under mixed traffic conditions will be rendered more efficient for retaining the track geometry.  

These are briefly indicated here.  

  

3.6.1 Rail is the principal component of track and the improvement needed is dealt topic 4.   
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3.6.2 As regards fasteners, we are hanging on to ERC of 1970s design, though modified 

versions of ERC have been successively introduced.  ERC clips do not sustain designated 

toe load, due to various reasons on Indian Railways.  ERC is based on Pandrol PR401, 

which has completely vanished in all other countries.  Several types of fasteners, such as, 

Pandrol e-Clips, Pandrol FAST and Vossloh SKL Clamps are extensively used in tracks of 

different kinds in advanced countries – tramways, metro rail track, high-speed track, freight 

traffic track, slab tracks of various designs in open and tunnels. (Fig.3)  Role of efficient 

fastener is to absorb vibrations, prolong retentivity of ballast packing, keep up alignment, 

control rail gap in case of fracture, etc.  Excellent EN Specifications, namely, EN-13481 (7 

Pts.) & EN-13146 (7 Pts.), have been evolved for performance requirement, manufacture 

and testing of elastic fasteners, embodying the benefits of investigations and experience 

from European railways.  It can be stated, if a new fastener is evolved and if it passes 

through the tests successfully as prescribed in EN specification, the fastener is ready to be 

used in track unquestionably.  It is high time for IR to switch over to modern fasteners.   

 

 

   

Pandrol E-Clips Pandrol FAST Clips Vossloh skl Clamps 

Fig.3 

  

3.6.3 As regards concrete sleepers, IR Specification T-39-85 has hit obsolescence.  As per 

this IRS, the sleeper is designed to resist prescribed moment of resistance.  Its relation to 

the Axle load, Dynamic augment and other parameters of stress-control remains unknown to 

the designer.  In contrast, rational design procedure, manufacturing process and quality 

control have been stipulated in Specifications UIC-713-R and EN-13230-5Pts.  These 

specifications enable optimal design for different service conditions, such as Axle Load and 

Dynamic augment.  For lines carrying mixed / heavy haul traffic, these design principles are 

very important to be followed to avoid premature failure of the sleeper. 

 

3.6.4 As regards upkeep of track geometry, the practice of trolley inspection should give 

way to scientific assessment and recording of track parameters.  Presently, all Track 

Recording Cars are controlled by RDSO.  It is learnt that, due to various kinds of bottleneck, 

TRC running schedule could not be strictly adhered to.  Time is ripe to introduce self-

propelled track recording cars and to keep them under the control of zonal railways.  If 

Accelerometer cars can be operated by zonal railways, why not TRC?  Some European 

companies have marketed self-propelled Track & OHE measuring cars, which are PC 

based, with reliable mechanism giving admirably accurate results.   
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4. IMPACT WHEEL-OVERLOAD 

 

4.1 The largest impact loads in rail-wheel interaction arise from irregularities on wheel, 

such as wheel flat or from the wheel impinging on defective rail surface, such as, rail scab, 

depression at welded joint, etc.  Advanced instrumentation is needed to investigate into this 

subject.  ORE D-161 Committee and British Railway have done good work in this direction. 

 

 
Fig.4 

 

4.2    The impact mechanics will be explained now in a simplified form. Referring Fig.4, 

as a wheel passes over a rail surface defect, within 1 millisecond of the start of the impact, a 

force designated as P1 of a very high magnitude equal to 4 to 6 times QN hits the rail.  This 

impact force reduces soon; but it again attains a second peak value, at the end of 6-8 

milliseconds from the start of the impact.  The second peak force designated as P2 is also of 

high order, may be equal to 2 to 3 times QN.  The P1 force decides the instantaneous contact 

stress generated in rail.  P1 increases with the speed of the wheel, whereas P2 is more or 

less steady irrespective of the speed.  The Amplification Factors Fa1 and Fa2, that is, (P1/QN) 

or (P2/QN) depend on the severity of wheel flat or rail defect.  For computing the correct 

values of contact stresses actually generated, it is the P1 force that must be considered as 

the instantaneous wheel load,  

 

4.3 When rail-wheel contact pressure comes into action, the rail steel tends to heave out, 

similar to what happens if you step on a clayey ground.  The maximum shear stress 

occurring at 4-6 mm below the contact surface is given by the formula 

 

    ψ (expressed in MPa or N/mm2) = 412 √(Q/r) 

   

where Q is the wheel load in kN and r is the wheel radius in mm.  (It is important to note from 

this formula that contact stress can be reduced by increasing the wheel diameter.)  If 

however the instance of impact due to surface defect is considered, Q should be replaced by 

P1. i.e., ψ = 412 √(P1/r)  In fact, there are other complicated formulae to compute contact 

stress and these give more precise results.  For the simplicity of explaining, easier formula 

has been selected, because it gives reasonably accurate result. 
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4.4 It is obvious that ψ should not exceed the maximum permissible shear stress 

appropriate to the grade of rail steel.  If Є is the UTS of rail in MPa (N/mm2), ψ should not 

exceed 0.38Є, according to the principles of material science.  Applying this in the formula 

given in paragraph 4.3, we get the upper limit of P1 = [8.507 × 10-7 × r × Є2]. 

 

4.5 The expression  P1 = [8.507 × 10-7 × r × Є2] gives direct relation between permissible 

impact wheel load P1 and wheel diameter 2r depending on the UTS of rail steel.  Taking two 

grades of rail steels with UTS of 900MPa and of 1175 Mpa, the following values emerge: 

  

Vehicle For UTS 900 MPa For UTS 1175 Mpa 

Electric Locomotive (2r=840mm) P1   ≤   289.4 kN ꞊ 29.5 t P1   ≤   493.3 kN ꞊ 50.3 t 

Diesel Locomotive (2r=914mm) P1   ≤   314.9 kN = 32.1 t P1   ≤   536.7 kN ꞊ 54.7 t 

Wagon (2r=780mm) P1   ≤   268.7 kN = 27.4 t P1   ≤   458.1 kN ꞊ 46.7 t 

 

4.6 Having thus worked out the value of P1, value of Static Axle Load will have to be 

determined, which requires estimated value of Amplification Factor Fa1.   

QN = P1/Fa1; Hence, Axle load = 2QN = 2P1/Fa1 

In the absence of research work carried out by RDSO regarding Fa1, we may work out the 

values of Axle Loads assuming Fa1 = 5, 4 and 3, successively.  The results are tabulated:  

 

Vehicle Fa1 

assumed 

Permissible Axle Load as computed 

For rail with UTS 900 MPa For rail with UTS 1175 MPa 

Elec. Loco 

 

5 (2x29.5/5) = 11.8 t (2x50.3/5) = 20.1 t 

4 (2x29.5/4) = 14.8 t (2x50.3/4) = 25.2 t 

3 (2x29.5/3) = 19.7 t (2x50.3/3) = 33.5 t 

Dsl. Loco 5 (2x32.1/5) = 12.8 t (2x54.7/5) = 21.9 t 

4 (2x32.1/4) = 16.1 t (2x54.7/4) = 27.4 t 

3 (2x32.1/3) = 21.4 t (2x54.7/3) = 36.5 t 

Wagon 5 (2x27.4/5) = 11.0 t (2X46.7/5) = 18.7 t 

4 (2x27.4/4) = 13.7 t (2X46.7/4) = 23.4 t 

3 (2x27.4/3) = 18.3 t (2X46.7/3) = 31.1 t 

 

4.7 Discussion of the tabulated results:  Research works on advanced railways have 

shown that the value of Amplification Factor Fa1 is expected to be 4-6.  Hence the yellow 

highlighted rows (with Fa1=5) are of practical importance to Indian Railways.  By scrutinizing 

these highlighted values, track engineers will be surprised to find that rail of UTS 900 MPa is 

grossly inadequate to withstand the axle loads of Locomotive or Wagon, which are in the 

order of 20t.  The design of track for heavy freight operation should comprise of rails 

of Grade R350HT or R350LHT (UTS 1175 MPa) complying with the Specification EN 

13674-1.  Only by adopting such rails, frequent rail fractures, as happening now, can 

be avoided and the safety of both freight and passenger trains can be guaranteed.  

Last but not the least - Maintenance burden on permanent way staff and their mental 

agony can also be resolved.  

 

4.8 As a locomotive starts or when brakes are applied on loco or wagons, rail scab is 

created.  This is also a phenomenon of shear failure of rail steel.  These rail scabs worsen 

the intensity of stresses adding to the wheel impacts and initiate fatigue fracture. 
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4.9 Question may arise – why not convert the rails of UTS 900 MPa as head hardened 

rail by heat-treatment process.  Consequent to the investigation into the derailment near 

Hatfield in UK on 17.10.2000 killing 4 passengers, the technology of head hardening has 

disappeared at least one decade back.  The author has seen two abandoned Head 

Hardening Plants at Pandong Steel Ltd. and Baotou Steel Ltd. in China.  As such there is no 

current UIC or EN Specification for head hardening of rail as post-manufacture process and 

there is no specification for welding of head hardened rails.  Instead of head hardening of 

rail, the whole rail is hardened by special heat treatment, as the last operation of rolling 

process.  Rails of Grade R350HT or R350LHT as per EN 13674-1 come under the “Fully 

Heat-treated” category as indicated by “HT”.  Therefore, instead of going in for head 

hardened rail, which may lead to fractures and consequent accidents, it would be wise to 

adopt HT rails.  UTS of these HT rails increases by about 10-15% more than1175 MPa in 

the region of head surface due to the heat treatment and this provides perfect solution to 

combat Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF).  Further these rails are more corrosion resistant too.    

 

4.10 SOLUTIONS: Here are the solutions to resolve the damages of Impact Over-loading: 

 

4.10.1 Methods to generate effective withstanding of the impact intensity: 

 Use of rails of EN Grade R350HT or R350LHT (UTS 1175 MPa)  

 Welding of rails to superior quality, complying to EN-14587-1 for Flash-butt 

Welding and EN-14730-1 for Alumino-thermic welding  

 Use of appropriate rail pads of requisite elasticity, such as EVA, HDPE, rubber, 

etc. depending on the relative mix of freight and passenger wheel loads, so that 

the effect of impact stops with rail pad 

 

4.10.2 Methods to restrict the occurrence of Impact, (i.e., by keeping Fa1 < 3-4): 

 Rail Grinding Machine should be deployed periodically to eliminate surface 

defects on rail head and gauge face  

 Wheel flats should be limited to smaller dimensions than those at present level 

 Wheel tyre profiles should be maintained to strict tolerances.  Specifically, false 

flange occurrence should not be allowed, since it causes continuous spalling of 

metal on rail head, ultimately leading to many types of fatigue failure.  

 

Shear stress related rail defects and failures are illustrated in Fig.5. 

 

  
Isolated wheel burn Local depression of rail head 
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Shelling, initial stage Shelling, advanced stage 

 

  
Gauge corner shelling Continuous spalling due to false flange 

Fig.5 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The main objective of this Paper is to urge IR not to adopt head hardened rails and instead 

adopt rails of EN Grade R350HT or R350LHT (UTS 1175 MPa) as per EN 13674-1 

Specification.  Still this Paper has hovered over many other topics of track structure, packing 

lot of technical information.  The Author will feel contended, if the thought process initiated in 

this Paper is taken forward to bring in essential advancement in track technology and 

alleviate the challenges faced by the field engineers in maintaining track, especially the 

rails, for carrying the future mixed traffic on Indian Railways. 

 

(Contact for any clarification: sgkdorai@yahoo.com) 
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~~~~~~~~~~ 

ANNEXURE A 

 

Dr. A. Prud’Homme’s Analysis: 

 Wheel-overload and its effect on Track Fatigue and Permissible Speed of vehicle 

 

(Continue this after reading paragraphs 3.1 & 3.2 of the Paper) 

 

1. The proportion of dynamic wheel-overload to static wheel load, attributable to non-

suspended mass, is the highest in the case of locomotive, due to the heavy traction motors 

and heavy axles.  This proportion is much lesser in the case of electrical multiple unit (EMU), 

since the traction motors are lighter and are distributed on more number of axles and the 

bogie suspension is designed to be more sophisticated.  These features enable EMU to be 

run much faster than the locomotive without increasing dynamic wheel-overload.  Passenger 

Coach (loco hauled) may be considered close to EMU, though axle mounted traction motors 

are absent.  As regards freight wagon, non-suspended masses are far lesser compared to 

locomotive (due to the absence of traction motor, etc.), but the bogie suspension system is 

surely inferior.  As the combined effect of both these features, dynamic wheel-overload 

arising in a wagon is of higher magnitude and therefore wagons are rendered suitable only 

for slow speed.  

 

2. Contents of paragraph 1 may be summarised as under, in a brief way: 

 

 EMU Coach: Lighter axle load - Medium non-suspended mass - Superior suspension 

under efficient maintenance: Hence, very high speed is possible.  In the case of 

Passenger coach, comparatively slower speed – still in the high range - is possible.  

 Locomotive: Heavy axle load - Heavy non-suspended mass - Good suspension 

under efficient maintenance:  Hence, medium speed is permitted. 

 Wagon:  Heavy axle load - Less of non-suspended mass - Simplified design of 

suspension under less efficient maintenance: Hence, only low speed is possible. 

 

The above arguments lead to the logical conclusion that it would be wise to have dedicated 

high-speed track and dedicated freight haulage track.  Unfortunately, this has not been 

possible in India; in fact, even in some advanced railways.  Hence compromise is inevitable 

in the design and operation of track meant for mixed traffic.   

 

3. This subject has been dealt more professionally by Dr. A. Prud’homme (Erstwhile 

Head of the Track Designing and Research Department, SNCF) in his paper ‘The Track’, 

published in 1970, while explaining the rationale for the design of the first TGV track.  Even 

after 46 years, his findings continue to be relevant.  He has related the effect of fluctuating 

wheel load (caused by suspended and non-suspended masses) to the track fatigue.  Track 

Fatigue Factor (TFF) is taken as Q3
N (1 + 3 σ2), where QN is the static wheel load and σ is 

the standard relative deviation of dynamic wheel-overload, which was found nearly equal to 

(½)(QA/QN) where QA is the maximum dynamic wheel-overload, instantly occurring.  σ takes 

into account the efficacy of suspension system, effects of track geometry and proportions of 

suspended and non-suspended weights to axle load.  Value of σ may be determined by field 

investigation using Measuring Wheel Technique, instead of taking it as (½)(QA/QN). 
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4 This expression TFF = Q3
N (1 + 3 σ2) was used by Prud’Homme to compute relative 

track fatigue caused by various vehicles on Standard Gauge track of SNCF, as follows: 

 

 EMU with 16 t axle load at 300 km/h: TFF = 710  

 Locomotive with 20.6 t axle load at 200 km/h: TFF = 1375 

 Freight wagon with 20 t axle load at 70 km/h: TFF = 1120 

 

These data cannot be taken to be entirely valid for IR track, because of the varying values of 

the contributing parameters.  However the basic principle holds well that maximum design 

speed of a vehicle has to be decided in accordance with the gross effect of axle load on the 

track-fatigue caused, suspension characteristics and permissible track geometry variations.  

In the case of mixed traffic line, the relative fatigue values attributable to different types of 

vehicles/trains can be estimated, by multiplying TFF by the number of respective axles. 

 

5. The ORE Committee (D-161) have also concluded in 1988 (much later to 

Prud’Homme’s paper) that 

 

 Rail fatigue, fatigue of other components and track geometry deterioration varies as 

the 3rd power of wheel load 

 Rail surface defect varies as power 3.5 of wheel load. 

 

Therefore, Prud’Homme’s finding related to track fatigue (or track deterioration) continues to 

be valid for the current design situations. 

 

6. Though track engineers qualitatively know that freight wheel load causes more 

damage than passenger wheel load, the contents of the foregoing paragraphs will enable a 

better quantitative understanding.  It would therefore appear, if the Track Engineer caters to 

the needs of freight traffic, the same may normally suffice for passenger traffic.  But this is 

not entirely true, because track tolerances for passenger traffic are tighter for achieving ride 

comfort at high speed.  This is the real challenge, because track geometry is spoiled by 

freight load in motion.  The deterioration caused by heavy axle loads should not lower the 

track geometry below the required level for passenger traffic.  On such of the European 

railways where mixed traffic is unavoidable, these principles are kept in mind in order to 

optimise the maintenance cost on one hand and ride comfort & safety on the other hand. 

 

 

~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 

 


